ATG: Since 1996, Atypon Systems, Inc. has provided software, hosting, and systems development to the information industry, allowing publishers to grow their business by providing technology and service that supports the electronic exchange of scholarly information. How has this mission changed over the past eight years? And what do you see as your "mission" at Atypon?
CB: That mission has not fundamentally changed. Our roots are as a technology company and this remains a major strength and skill. But increasingly we are providing a raft of other consulting services that complement our technology provider services. Several of our recent sales successes have been as a direct result of our ability to apply that core technical skill to the complex business requirements of scholarly publishers, such as the New England Journal of Medicine (who we announced as a new client at SSP), the American Chemical Society (signed last year and due to launch in the late summer/fall), the University of Chicago Press, (launched end of 2007), JS-TOR (launched April 08), Walter de Gruyter (launched May 08). This client list has some of the most complex requirements in the industry. The nature of the complexity varies from client to client but all of them have specific needs that we are particularly well placed to meet. In some instances it's about our ability to recognize and manage user identity more effectively, in others it's the ability to build a single site that can deliver multiple product types and integrate with existing infrastructure. The list is fairly endless, but what underpins them all is the demand from the publisher to directly control and manage their Websites from their desktops in real time. That can include complex requirements like setting up new content bundles on the fly, changing business rules and deploying them immediately, to more simple issues like resolving access problems for their library clients.
My mission is to build greater awareness of who we are and what we do, to help develop a stronger service culture in the organization, and to make more sales. One of the disadvantages from an Atypon marketing perspective is that we are a fairly "behind the scenes" operator. Sure we provide the technology behind some of the biggest players in the publishing space plus important intermediary organizations such as CrossRef, but because we don't interact directly ourselves with librarians we paradoxically have a lower profile amongst publishers. It's a problem I need to fix.
ATG CB: It depends upon the sector. The largest commercial and society publishers often have internal teams who build, (or manage third party software houses who build), their sites. That can be very tough competition, since outsourcing is perceived to involve a sacrifice of control as well as having staff redeployment implications. However the problem for the in-house build teams is that they don't have the depth of online publishing experience or breadth of product development input that a specialist supplier such as ourselves offers. Many who have adopted this approach eventually adopt an outsourcing route. For the rest we compete with the usual suspects; HighWire of course, but also Ingenta, MetaPress, Scitation, they all have their respective strengths and appeal to different types of publishers. Is this number sustainable? Yes as long as the companies concerned are profitable. We are, and intend to stay that way.
Related to this question is something attaining the level of an "urban myth" which is that providing content management, hosting, and distribution services is both simple and getting simpler. Nothing is further from the truth. Sure there are simple solutions out their -you can buy journal Web hosting solutions for $500 a title per year. The reason we never see these services in our competitive landscape is that they are functionally deficient for our target market. This stuff is complicated as we and our clients are well aware.
ATG: Chris, you are so creative and energetic and you have been involved in several interesting startups -Catchword, Blackwell Online Bookshop and SIS! How can you work inside a bureaucracy? Give us a clue.
CB: I have never had to work in a bureaucratic organization, and Atypon, in particular, is the least bureaucratic place I have ever worked. There is a fine balance between putting in place the necessary processes to reliably and repeatedly deliver top class service and being a slave to internal systems. My natural tendency is to ignore the rules and just get the job done. However I also know that high productivity management teams are built they don't just happen. That was a great lesson I learned at Blackwell Information Services, and it has stuck with me ever since. Against the Grain / June 2008 <http://www.against-the-grain.com> Energy, creativity and commitment are key to success but so is knowing how to work as a team. The whole is more than the sum of the parts in the best management teams. Putting it together requires a process, clear goals and well developed self awareness. (It's often easy to overlook how your individual behaviour impacts on the overall performance of a team). Most of my positions have been in innovative environments and in those conditions the "fire ready aim" syndrome, rather than bureaucracy, is the greater risk.
ATG: What would you list as the top five (or how ever many you care to list) key issues that are facing our industry over the next few years?
CB: At the most general level I think the concept of learning, at least as it is understood by my generation, is under threat by the increasingly fragmented, un-differentiated, and de-contextualized delivery of content. Personally I don't think you can learn, or at least not in the same way as I learned, unless you can understand narrative. The impact of search engines is, I think, both to broaden access to content but also to de-contextualize it and to some extent destroy its narrative quality. This plays into the debate about quality sources of information as against "any old opinion." What you are reading now is "any old opinion" (it happens to be mine) for a relevant and qualitatively superior analysis of the possible side effects of living in the electronic age read iD: The Quest for Identity in the 21st Century by Susan Greenfield. Maintaining the distinction between quality information and noise involves interesting challenges in the area of brand management and peer review. Sorting this out is a major exercise ahead of us all.
How Open Access plays out is also an issue. I suspect I am as un-intrigued now by this debate as many others. However it still has some significant implications and certainly among our society clients the pressure from editors to embrace OA in order to gain a perceived impact factor gain is significant. This has implications on the underlying business models of our customers.
China and India -Predictable I know, but the much anticipated global shift in economic power towards not just India and China but also to countries like Brazil will I think result in far more output and consumption of scholarly content in those countries.
That is bound to have an impact on publishers and the rest of the industry, as they seek to transition from manufacturing to knowledge based economies in their own right.
ATG: Get out your crystal ball. What predictions would you make for the future of our industries -libraries, vending, and publishing?
CB: Publishing has a very solid future. Content is still king especially quality content and therefore those that can routinely develop quality content will thrive. The consolidation process will continue especially amongst the publishers of subscription based products. Moving more and more content into a subscription based model will be a strong driver amongst all publishers because of the associated revenue certainty. I believe this logic drove the recent divesting of trade business by Reed and textbooks by Thomson. This development opens up the possibility for some nimble smaller publishers to make their living from developing subscription based products as fast as possible and then selling them on to the largest players where the economies of scale can be fully realized.
An important issue for publishers is how to clearly articulate their value proposition to their authors. Librarians and others often overlook the fact that the publisher's primary customer is the author. Keep the authors happy, do a good job with their content and you will retain and build the brand value of your imprints. The Web has hidden or apparently deprecated the value that publishers add to some parts of the author community, and that needs to be addressed by publishers.
The unit of production and consumption in the scholarly information economy will morph. The Article is Dead, Long Live the Article. But in its reborn state it comes with video, datasets, podcasts -a veritable charabanc of content that needs to be organized and delivered under different conditions to different users. Breaking away from the print construct is a work in progress that the most innovative publishers will lead with gusto.
Clearly libraries have multiple challenges. They need to avoid being relegated to the role of purchasing agent. They need to be in the business of literally "securing and organizing the scholarly" space, both the virtual space but also still the physical space. I think that as the distinction on the Web between worthy and worthless becomes harder to detect, the physical space of the library and its contents will be ever more important as a brand marker for quality content. Between reading and working I try and get in two trips to classic car races each year. First and most importantly to the Goodwood Revival meeting on the Sussex Downs in the summer. It's just heaven for me if the weather is good (a standing English caveat) and then the Grand Prix Historique de Pau has a charm all its own.
Plus last but not least I and my wife Liz, who incidentally is the College Librarian at Brasenose in Oxford, especially love Italian food, so trips to Italy are always on the cards, -AND I am not telling you where -it's a secret that's too good to tell. But it is close to a vineyard.
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